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Graduate Programs Open House
Monday, February 5, 2018 (Snow date: Tuesday, February 6)
4:30 PM - 6:00 PM
Abromson Center, 88 Bedford Street, Portland

Considering graduate study? USM offers 21 degree programs at the master’s and doctoral levels, as well as graduate certificate programs,
in Business, Education, Leadership, Creative Writing, Music, Policy, Planning and Management–as well as Public Health, Social Work,
Counseling, Biology, Nursing, and Occupational Therapy, among many others.
Take this opportunity to meet our renowned faculty who are leading researchers, scholars, and practitioners in their fields. Plus: program and
admissions break-out sessions, financial aid information, and refreshments.

Register at: usm.maine.edu/gradopenhouse
Call us at 1-800-800-4USM or (207) 780-5670 or email admitusm@maine.edu
2018-083
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Sarah Tewksbury
Editor-in-Chief
With this letter, I write my last piece
for the Free Press as the editor. At this
point in time, I have decided that this is
the perfect moment for me to take my
leave as the leader of the paper. When
I was elected to the position in April,
I was an enthusiastic student journalist who thought that I had arrived. The
whole world was at my fingertips and I
had earned the power and respect to run
the paper how I saw fit, make as many
changes as were necessary for the good
of the paper, and to learn how to lead my
peers through a rapid weekly schedule.
When I was selected for the job, my predecessor gave me an award that stated
I was the staff member who was “most
likely to get s*** done and not care what
anyone thought.” That was who I was,
but it is not who I am today.
When I truly made the decision to take
my leave as the editor, a great wave of
relief washed over me. Since September,
I have poured my entire being into the
Free Press. The paper was a distraction
and a coping mechanism for me. After
a life altering experience during the second week of classes in the fall, I fell into
a deep and ultimately therapeutic routine
each week at the paper.
However, that event in the fall changed
me. Though my face may look the same
and I power walk around campus in
the same skirt from when I was elected
editor, my mind and soul have been
changed. I am wiser and more free now,
which, it turns out, is both dangerous and
thrilling for me and the people in my life.
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Goodbye,
Free Press

In September, I was assaulted. I’ve written about it before, in a letter I published
in October. There is no flowery way to
put how I was impacted by the trauma
other than, for a little while, I was fallen.
I was not defeated. Today I stand tall,
with my head high and chin up. I am
changed now. I am not the woman who
was elected editor. I am stronger now.
Though my own mental capacity extends only so far, I would not be writing
this letter, on my way out as editor, without the extreme help and support from
my staff and family at the Free Press.
Lucille, the woman who asked me
whose ass to kick when she saw the
bruise on my face, has never faltered
from my side. Courage, determination, bravery, kindness and love have
all poured out from this genuine angel.
Without Lucille, I would not be where I
am right now.
Johnna, the silliest managing editor
the Free Press has ever seen, reminded
me to laugh, to do it hard and sometimes
fall on the floor because of it.
River reminded me what standing beside someone meant and always being
there to listen, laugh and enjoy life with
when necessary.
Dionne encouraged growth and understanding, humor and care. The resiliency of a friend that can instantaneously
charm a smile onto my face.
Mary Ellen, the bright light in all of
the darkness, showed me that when
someone is down, the most simple act
can bring that person back to earth and
keep them pushing forward another day.
Lauren, the ridiculous and clever photography director, never failed to show

me resilient compassion and generosity.
Orkhan, the most talented creative
mind I believe I will ever meet, never
failed to share sarcasm and a receptive
attitude.
Maverick, the benevolent and compassionate hockey player turned staff
writer, did not falter one single time
when I needed someone to remind me I
was not alone. How many times he said
“it is okay not to be okay,” I cannot even
count, but it kept me moving forward.
Dennis, the brilliant, astute and wise
faculty advisor, trusted in my process
and did not shelter me from the work
and challenge that being the editor held.
A true mentor and friend, he exemplified
all the good that there is to strive for in
life. USM does not know the shining
gem they have in Dennis, hidden among
stagnant rocks in the faculty.
These people did for me what I have
tried over and over to do for them. Their
actions rippled back to me and reminded
me of my worth. My time as editor of the
Free Press will never be marked by the
quality of the paper. Anyone who knows
me well knows I place little value on
much in life besides human connection.
What good is a life, what good is my life,
without being able to share it with others? Though I deeply enjoyed the work
I did with the paper, what I valued and
appreciate the most is the people.
I spent the entire duration of my time
as editor of this paper, barely getting
through my days. All the energy I had
was spent on the product of a weekly
paper and the people who were putting
it out. The Free Press saved me and in
order to save the Free Press, I am leaving now. The woman elected editor last
spring is not who is walking out of the
house at 92 Bedford Street today. So picture me now my dear Free Press staff,
looking at you the way Patrick Swayze
looks Jennifer Grey at the end of Dirty
Dancing when he mouths, “And I owe
it all to you.”
I owe it all to you.
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Biden stops in Maine,
encourages cultural change
Former VP and Sen. George Mitchell
spoke at Merrill Auditorium

Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography

Julie Pike
News Editor
While making no indications of future
plans to run for president in 2020, Biden
joined in a discussion with former Sen.
George Mitchell centered around his new
memoir, “Promise Me Dad, A Year of Hope
Hardship and Purpose.”
The former vice president made a stop
at Merrill Auditorium in Portland on his
American Promise tour. On his tour Biden
was promoting his recent book, which
chronicles his experience as his son Beau,
who served as the Attorney General in Delaware, as his lost his battle to brain cancer.
The discussion between the two followed a question and answer format.
Mitchell inquired about a variety of topics
with Biden, including his family life, his
time in the U.S. government and his plans
for the future. Biden was introduced by a
short video montage, chronicling his life
from childhood years to his time as vice
president. The video ended with a focus on
Beau’s life and tragic death.
Biden addressed his motivation for writing his memoir, which he finished within
a year.
“I wanted people… to know what a remarkable man Beau Biden was,” Biden
said. “I didn’t want it to be about grief.”
In the 36 years Biden served on the Sen-

ate, as well as the two terms as vice president under Barack Obama, he faced multiple instances of death in the family. In his
first years in the Senate his first wife Neilia
and daughter Naomi were killed in a car
accident.
While Biden touched on topics of his
past life, he also addressed the crowd about
current issues. Biden was in the midst of
telling a story of his mother, who he claims

in 1994 and allowed for more funding in
local communities to address domestic and
sexual violence and to raise awareness of
the problem.
“There is this underlying sexism that is a
cultural problem… but we are in the midst
of a cultural change.” Biden then addressed
men on college campuses, encouraging
them to speak up if they see anyone abusing women.

“There is this underlying sexism that is a cultural problem… but we are in the midst of a
cultural change.”

- Joe Biden
Former Vice President

instilled the values he follows to this day,
when the topic was steered to the situation
of women in the U.S. by Mitchell.
Biden has been an active participant in
working to end violence against women, he
started the Biden Foundation with his family to work towards just that. In 1990, when
Biden was serving as chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, he drafted the Violence Against Women Act. The act passed

During the 90 minute discussion Biden
and Mitchell addressed both difficult issues as well as lighthearted stories. Biden
spoke about his relationship with Obama as
well as what compelled him to run as vice
president. He joked about the widespread
popularity their relationship had spurred on
the internet.
“All of those memes are true,” Biden
said. “He made the first friendship bracelet

though, not me.”
Initially Biden turned down the opportunity to run as vice president with Obama,
but Obama wouldn’t take no for an answer.
He encouraged Biden to talk it over with
his family, who were all in favor of Biden
running. In the end it was Biden’s mother
who convinced him to do it. Even after
their two terms together, Biden stated that
their two families remain close and that
Obama will always be one of his closest
friends.
“When Beau was dying, I couldn’t tell
anyone else but Barack,” Biden said.
“There has never been a president and vice
president closer.”
To end the discussion Mitchell asked
Biden about his plans for the future. Biden
and his family are devoting their time to
their multiple foundations, including the
Biden Foundation and the Biden Cancer
Initiative, which works to progress cancer
research, prevention and care.
To conclude the event Biden addressed
the crowd, “I believe you are going to see a
big change in the next election.” A woman
in the crowd answered him by yelling, “run
Joey, run!”

News
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Maine Senator has key role in ending shutdown

Susan Collins implements a talking stick to aid discussion

Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography
Senator Susan Collins spoke at a tax reform forum at Volk Packaging in Biddeford

Sarah O’Connor
Staff Writer
Senator Susan Collins and the Common
Sense Coalition played a vital role in ending the three day government shutdown
by the use of a talking stick. The group
proposed a compromise that allowed the
Senate to pass a short-term funding bill to
reopen the government, according to an official statement released by Collins. The
compromise did not address the fate of the
young undocumented immigrants covered
by Obama’s Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals policy (DACA) or border security.
Instead, the Senate has until Feb. 8 to work
for a resolution.
In 2013, Collins formed the bipartisan
group called the Common Sense Coalition
to put an end to government shutdowns or
to hasten their resolutions.
“Each of my colleagues was committed
to getting a resolution,” Collins said. “ Ev-

eryone agrees that shutdowns are a terrible
failure of government, they represent, in
my mind, the ultimate failure to govern.”
What started with 17 senators during the
2013 government shutdown grew to 26
senators this year. Senator Collins and her
colleagues wanted to make the shutdown as

“I told him I was going to bring out a
Massai Talking Stick,
which originated
from the nomadic
tribe in Kenya and in
the Sudan”

- Senator Susan Collins

short as possible, so she retrieved the stick
that was kept in her drawer given to her by
Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota.
“From the beginning,” Collins said, “I
knew that it was very difficult to control
the debate when there were that many people in the room. So I talked to Democratic
Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia, and
I told him I was going to bring out what
was called a Masai Talking Stick, which
originated from the nomadic tribe in Kenya and in the Sudan. It is used to control
the debate by passing the stick from person
to person and only that person who has the
stick is allowed to speak... to prevent side
conversations and cross jatter.”
Regarding the success of the talking
stick, Collins said, “It really is most important as a reminder that people should listen
to one another... this simple stick turns out
to be powerful in getting people to actually
listen to one another.”
Talking sticks are not commonly present in political meetings, but Collins sees
a future in the talking stick for future compromises.
“It helped lighten the mood,” Collins
said, “but in a more serious way, it actually
works to help me keep the debate free and
open so everybody had a chance to speak
and be listened to.”
Collins said that her office was considered “Switzerland” because it was the “one
place that was neutral where Democrats,
Independents, and Angus King could come
together and discuss issues.”
The Common Sense Coalition compromise of a short-term funding bill was supported, according to the New York Times.
Eighty-one senators voted to end the shutdown and postpone an agreed resolution
for Feb. 8, while the other 18, two Republicans and the rest Democrats, voted against
the measure.
In a released statement, Collins said,
“what we shared in common was the determination to reopen government and
convince our leaders that there is a path
forward that will accommodate those of
us who are concerned about the fate of the
‘Dreamers’ who live in this country, many
of whom have known no other country as
their home.”
According to Mark Niquette, author of
“Common-Sense Senators to Reunite Over
Dreams, Border,” President Trump’s plan
is to offer deportation protections and a
path to citizenship for many people under
DACA as a trade for $25 billion for the
construction of the U.S. and Mexico border

wall for border and port security.
Niquette notes that Collins agrees with
Trump on security, but she doesn’t agree
with a physical wall. She is more focused
on a path for citizenship for the ‘dreamers’

“It actually works to
help me keep the debate free and open
so everybody had a
chance to speak and
be listened to.”
- Senator Susan Collins
and the continuation of the communication
and production of the government.
“We met for about an hour and a half in
my office and each of us was determined
to find a way out of the impasse,” Collins
said. “Then night came and the government
shut down with truly devastating effects.”
According to Collins, the shutdown
jeopardizes 9 million children covered
under the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP) and did nothing to help
the ‘Dreamers,’ the young undocumented
immigrants. It put nearly 22,000 people
in need or at risk of having their healthcare disrupted. It negatively affected the
government’s budget through reduced revenues, and 50 percent of civilian workers
and Portsmouth Naval Shipyard workers
would be furloughed. People who were applying for social security disability that are
applying for benefits would not have their
applications processed.
The three day government shutdown was
stressful for Republicans, Democrats, and
Independents, but Collins created a space
that forced the politicians to listen to one
another and come to a compromise. Although the talking stick led to a successful discussion, it was at one point thrown
across the room when a politician spoke
out of turn, breaking one of Collins’ artifacts on her shelf, according to CNN.
Collins said, “I’m delighted that our
group was able to come up with a compromise that ultimately was accepted by most
of the Republicans and the Democratic
leaders of the senate and that government
was promptly reopened.”
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USM encourages all ages to continue their education
Stories and perspectives from USM’s nontraditional students
Cooper-John Trapp
Contributor
Nontraditional students, specifically those
over 40 years old, are a prominent feature
of USM’s student body. Reports from Registration and Scheduling Services show that
nearly 17 percent of degree seekers are ages
35 and older, while undergraduate students
between ages 18 and 24 comprise only just
over half of the student body.
After years or decades away from education spent following myriad different paths of
life, nontraditional students eventually return
to fulfill a goal or pursue a dream.
Timothy Aliviado, a sophomore education

Cooper-John Trapp / Contributor
Joe Harvey, sophomore cyber security
major

Cooper-John Trapp / Contributor

Timothy Aliviado, sophomore education
major

Temperature building on Congress Street in
downtown Portland, but found throughout his
life, any job he applied for required a bachelor’s degree, regardless of his extensive resume of experience.
“Without a college degree I wouldn’t get
through the door at other places,” Harvey
said.
A trait all of these students share is perseverance. For Ted Ingraham, a 33 year old
theater major, that meant taking classes parttime while caring for his ailing father. After
graduating high school in northern Virginia,
he enrolled at a local community college and
tried film studies, then video game design,
theatre, English and finally marketing.
Ingraham’s father passed away the same
day he received his acceptance letter from
USM, which he was unsure he would get into
due to his learning difficulties. It marked a

major, says that, for him, going back to school
was a chance to do something he found truly
meaningful. The 44 year old left the banking
industry after moving from San Francisco
with his husband, and is working towards becoming an elementary school teacher.
“My motivation is advocating for people
who don’t have anything and if I could impact even one or two of those kids, that would
make the world for me,” Aliviado explained.
Upon arriving to Maine, Aliviado was offered a job at Morgan Stanley but turned it
down. He recalls, “I didn’t want to look back
at my life twenty years from now and think ‘I
should have taken advantage of the opportunity to get this degree.’”
Joe Harvey, 44, is a sophomore student in
the cyber security program. He decided to go
back to school later in his life to change careers without having to start over at an entry
Cooper-John Trapp / Contributor
level position and work his way up the ladder. Harvey works maintaining the Time and Ted Ingraham, theater major

new chapter for him, to earn a degree both for
himself and his father’s memory.
“I didn’t want to look back at
“I’ve been held back a lot,” Ingraham says,
my life 20 years from now and
“Now it’s time to do what I wanted to do.”
Living in Upperclass Hall, he feels he has
think, ‘I should’ve taken advanfound a home. “USM is the closest thing to
tage of the opportunity to get
family I’ve had outside my family.”
Many nontraditional students always
this degree”
planned on going to college, but the timing
was wrong before now.
Wesley Wiggins, from Saco, Maine, but
- Timothy Aliviado
originally Jamaica, says college is a, “lot
Sophomore
Education major
more expensive there and no financial aid.”
At 51, the junior social and behavioral sci- came “inspired to write a book by a creative
ences (SBS) major is looking to advance his writing course I took at USM” While keeping
career and focus on the public health aspect her age anonymous, Powers described herself
as a senior citizen. “I’m a senior, but not that
kind,” Powers said.
Any Maine resident age 65 or older can go
to USM tuition free, Powers stated. She plans
on using her education to publish the book
she wrote because of that first course.
Older students bring to the classroom a
sense of purpose, direction and wisdom of
a lifetime of survived trials and tribulations.
They enjoy sharing their experiences with
younger students, and learn from them as
well.
Aliviado reflected on insight one professor
gave to him during a group project, “when
you were 18, would you have approached
something like this the way you do now?”
Since USM is a school that attracts a large
Cooper-John Trapp / Contributor population of commuter students, that opens
the possibility for older, non-traditional stuWesley Wiggns, junior social and behavioral dents to continue their education as well.
These students represent the sort of character
sciences major
that USM prides itself on attracting: focused,
driven, and empathetic students intent on
of the field. Wiggins says of his educational making their mark on the world.
goals, “college would have happened whether in Jamaica or the US.”
As for their experiences in the classroom,
most view their years generally as a positive
asset—though they often get mistaken for
the faculty. He recalled walking into algebra class one semester, a student behind him
asked, “are you the professor?”
Life experiences, such as formal employment and time in the military, makes up for
what these students may ostensibly lack in
familiarity with the course material. Harvey
says that preoccupation with social status,
friends and parties doesn’t slow him down
anymore. He thinks that students like himself
have their concerns more in perspective now:
“Life, death, happiness, health, and family
stuff—what you don’t get paid for is what
you appreciate.”
Cooper-John Trapp / Contributor
Loretta Powers started her path to USM to
become an educational tech, but instead be- Loretta Powers
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Student Senate reconvenes for a fresh start
The group addresses empty seats and financial issues
Sam Margolin
Staff Writer
On Friday, Feb. 2, USM’s 46 Student
Senate met to discuss various financial and
organizational issues as well as to try to
regain strength after losing five members
over the break. The loss included Senate
Chairperson, Muna Adan, as well as Kyle
Brundidge, Josh Blake, Aaron Pierce, and
Zach Tidd. The Senate was left with only
six members with Trevor Hustus replacing
Adan as Senate Chair.
The meeting began with the discussion
of how the recruitment of new Senators
was imperative to securing a diverse and
equitable Senate. The desperate lack of
new members lead the Senate to cut back
their meetings from weekly to monthly and
have seen little improvement from the tactic.
Organization of the existing members
had to be changed in order to fill in the
higher ranks of the Senate. This restructuring helps free up the lower level positions
in order to begin the process of interviewing, choosing and filling each of the empty
slots. The Senate named Shaman Kirkland
as the new Vice Chair, Christopher Wagner
as the new Clerk of the Senate and Anthony
Emerson as the new Student Affairs Chair.
After internal restructuring was complete
the Senate then interviewed James Phillips,
a freshman and Political Science Major, for
a new Senator position. When asked why
he wanted to join the Senate, Phillips said,
“becoming a Senator could help me get
more involved.” The Senate noted that his
lack of experience and circle of influence
wasn’t ideal but that freshman hold a key
role in letting the Senate know the needs of
new students. After deliberation, Phillips
was accepted into the Student Senate.
Afterwards the Senate dealt with financial requests and issues. The first was the
approval of $440 to the Circle K Organization for four students to attend a district convention conference taking place in
Portsmouth, NH. Circle K is trying to find
new service projects and needs the conference to explore new options. The motion
was passed unanimously.
The approval for $5000 to go to the Student Performing Artists (SPA) was before
the Senate next after it had already passed
through the Board of Student Organization (BSO). USM’s policy states that any
amount of $5000 or more needs to be approved by both the Senate and the BSO.
The money will provide over 20 theater

Katelyn Rice / Staff Photographer
The Student Senate met on Friday, Feb. 2 in Payson-Smith room one to fill empty Senate positions and discuss financial matters

students travel and attendance to a weekend long auditioning workshop. An experience the representative for the SPA says
that they can’t find at USM. The motion
was passed but brought up another more
major issue.
The duties of the BSO is similar to the
Student Senate in that student organizations request funds for trips, events, equipment and other expenses through them.
The problem is the BSO runs out of funds
almost every year. The BSO is requesting a
loan of $15,716.86 from the Student Senate
while they wait on a check from another
source, since the BSO’s balance are already
in the negatives. The funds will go directly
to the 170 plus students that are working on
various projects that have been approved
by the BSO. The consensus of the Senate
was that the BSO is doing a great job and
the negative account balance in no way reflects poor leadership or execution of their
power. The fact is that the BSO raises a lot
of money for different organizations and

their job is to give it away.
Next was the approval of new and returning student organizations and their
constitutions. Reinstatements of the Student Nurses Association’s Constitution as
well as approval for the USM Navigators
Constitution and the Foodies for Social
Justice Constitution were all approved.
The representative from Foodies for Social Justice was Mary Moran, a graduate
student at USM. Moran outlined that the
organization was only six to twelve members but had been only meeting since Sept.
of last year.
When asked what the organization’s
goals were Moran said, “we would like to
engage in events like those held by Universities Fighting World Hunger and different
policy forums about food studies.” The organization consists mostly of Food Studies
students, a new minor program started last
Fall offered to undergraduates.
The Senate then asked if there were any
other senatorial candidates that would like

to be interviewed and considered for the
various open positions. Four additional
students volunteered to be interviewed.
The first was Mellisa Shepherd, a freshman psychology major. Shepherd was interviewed for the secretary position. Vice
Chair Kirkland asked about her prior experience in student government if any. Shepherd said, “I have always been involved
in student community, I am a member of
the Circle K student group, the Maine Eco
Reps and was a member of student council
in my high school.
Zach Marseglia was next, a first-year Prelaw political science major. When asked
about his government experience Marseglia noted that he was his high school’s student class president in his senior year.
“I liked it in my high school and would
love to continue the experience here in college,” Marseglia said. The Senate pointed
out that the position itself would not get
you involved with the student body and
See SENATEon page 8
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that a real effort must be
made at a personal level to
widen one’s circle of influence.
Next was Katelyn Rice,
a photographer with the
Free Press and a commuter
student. Rice outlined that
Portland campus lacks adequate health services and
the Senate itself lacks a
female voice. The Senate
agreed that a female presence was necessary in order to maintain a diverse
group of ideologies and
perspectives.

LOCAL
Gym teacher accused of
assaulting student who
wouldn’t stand for Pledge
of Allegiance
BANGOR DAILY NEWS- A
20-year veteran teacher is accused of assaulting a middle
school student who refused
to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance, the latest incident in
which a protest over the flag
has devolved into apparent
violence.
The teacher is Karen
Smith, who until recently
taught physical education at
Angevine Middle School,
about 20 miles north of Denver. She couldn’t immediately be reached for comment.
Officers were called to the
school around noon Thursday, the Denver Post reported. Neither the school nor the
police released details, and
the student’s name has not
been released. No charges
have been filed.
A school spokesman told
the newspaper that the policy
is to allow students to sit or
stand during the pledge.
In a letter to families obtained by Denver CBS affiliate KCNC-TV, Principal
Mike Medina told families
that “we will have a substitute teacher working with
some of our PE classes for
the time being.”
He added that Smith had
been placed on paid administrative leave and that the
school was “working closely

The final candidate was
Derick Klecman, a member of the Gorham Campus
Activity Board. Klecman
highlighted that he has had
a chance to see the Senate work for the last few
years and thinks he could
improve its interorganizational communication. The
Senate brought up the issue that Klecman might be
spread a little to thin with
all his involvement with
other student organization.
The meeting ended with
a discussion around the
new contract with MET-

RO transportation services
USM entered into, to begin
in the Fall semester of the
2018-2019 administrative
year. The importance of the
new contract was outlined.
The new contract with
METRO provides cheaper,
more spacious, and newer
buses, and unlike the old
Custom Coach buses, the
new service will run seven
days a week and with an
extended range to towns
such as Brunswick.
The issues of lateness
and seat availability will
be eliminated and METRO

NEWS BRIEFS

with our partners at the Lafayette Police Department.”
Protests involving the
American flag have become
a flash point in the last two
years since then-NFL player
Colin Kaepernick knelt during the national anthem to
protest racial injustice.
His example was followed by other NFL players,
athletes in other sports and
countless people with similar
stances.
Those who kneel see the
act as a powerful, nonviolent
way to protest racial injustice, particularly society’s
inaction when police kill unarmed African-Americans.
Critics say it is an unacceptable assault on the values and
mores of the United States —
and its most potent symbol.
Others in this camp say the
protests are a disrespectful
slap in the face to veterans of
all races who have fought or
died for American freedoms.
The differences of opinion
frequently boil over into the
public sphere, debates that
are always contentious and
sometimes violent.
In October, a woman was
recorded throwing her drink
on two men who knelt during the national anthem at a
Los Angeles Lakers game,
according to the Daily Mail.
“Excuse me, this is for the
national anthem you pieces
of s—-,” she yelled as she
tossed the beverage. “Disrespect our flag and our country, and that’s how we’ll react.”

The Long Island Diocese
of Rockville Centre in New
York, which runs a Catholic
school system, said in September that students who
kneel during the anthem
would face “serious disciplinary action,” according to
The New York Times. Athletes who didn’t “stand in a
respectful manner” could see
reduced playing time or be
kicked off the team.
NATIONAL
Thousands of ISIS fighters
flee in Syria, Many to fight
another day

NEW YORK TIMES- Thousands of Islamic State foreign
fighters and family members
have escaped the Americanled military campaign in
eastern Syria, according to
new classified American and
other Western military and
intelligence assessments, a
flow that threatens to tarnish
American declarations that
the militant group has been
largely defeated.
As many of the fighters
flee unfettered to the south
and west through Syrian
Army lines, some have gone
into hiding near Damascus,
the Syrian capital, and in the
country’s northwest, awaiting
orders sent by insurgent leaders on encrypted communications channels.
Other
battle-hardened
militants, some with training
in chemical weapons, are defecting to Al Qaeda’s branch

will provide free services
to students, faculty and
staff to all its locations
with a UMS identification
card. The Student Senate
enthusiastically supports
the partnership and approved the resolution.
The next Student Senate meeting will be held
on Feb. 23, in 166 Upton
Hastings in Gorham at 1
p.m.

Police Beat

Selections from the
USM Department of
Public Safety police log
Dec. 2 2017 to Jan. 20
2018
12/02/2017

An early morning visit

Unwanted person reported at 2 o’clock in
the morning, disturbance was handled by
Gorham P.D. Case closed.
12/04/2017
in Syria. Others are paying
smugglers tens of thousands
of dollars to spirit them
across the border to Turkey,
with an eventual goal of returning home to European
countries.
The sobering assessments
come despite a concerted effort to encircle and “annihilate” — as Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis put it — Islamic
State fighters in Raqqa, the
group’s self-proclaimed capital, which fell in the fall, and
pursue other insurgents who
fled south into the Euphrates
River Valley toward the border with Iraq.
“ISIS fighters are fleeing Syria and Iraq,” the
homeland security secretary,
Kirstjen Nielsen, said in remarks in Washington last
week. “Jihadists are going
underground, dispersing to
other safe havens, including
on the internet, and returning
to their home countries.”
Gen. Paul J. Selva, the vice
chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, told reporters last
week that the remaining Islamic State leadership, even
while on the run, still had
“fairly robust” communications with its shadowy network of fighters now on the
lam.
While President Trump
highlighted the liberation
of almost all of the Islamic
State’s territory in Iraq and
Syria in his State of the Union
address last week,

Run away!

Theft reported off campus. Police
investigated, case closed.
12/09/2017

Trying to brighten up the streets
Vandalism reported in Gorham parking lot
GS1. Perpetrator unknown, case still under
investigation.
12/12/17

Fish bowl in the parking lot

Drug violation reported in parking lot G12
in Gorham. Person was issued a summons,
case closed.
12/14/2017

Something is off key…

Theft reported at Corthell Hall in Gorham.
Police are still investigating, suspect
unknown.
01/20/2018

Does your mother know where
you are?

Person caught trespassing at 6:42 p.m.,
location unknown. Trespass order was given,
case closed.
Police Beats are edited for grammar and
style.
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The new exhibit on display at the USM Gorham Art gallery hosts a collection of childhood
items, walking attendees through a nostalgic path through time.

Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography

The memories of days long since past
Danny Evarts’ new exhibit creates a nostalgic and bittersweet time
Eliza Bachkovsky
Graphic Designer
The Stolen Dreams, Plundered Memories
exhibit found in the Gorham Art Gallery
depicts how humanity is united under a
universal and collective idea of memory that
has shaped us all. The collection of items
here will have you reflecting on your own
childhood, and pondering the vague feelings
and associations of memory that you may
have with all the items present, and how it
relates to everyone else’s collective idea of
what they remember as well. The curator,
Danny Evarts, has created and collected
many different artifacts from many different
people and finding interesting ways to
display them with help from various USM
alumni and staff. In his exhibits he has pieces
that may give different people all walking
through the same exhibit someone the same
common memory we may all share.
Danny Evarts discusses this feeling of
nostalgia and wistfulness, and the ability
to never fully remember the past, with the
various artifacts scattered throughout the
exhibit, all building this narrative that you are
part of this memory and general experience.

These artifacts all aid in this feeling that the
exhibit is a place that we used to once know
and remember, because all these artifacts
have been carefully selected to be things that
generations from the 1900’s to present could
all relate to.
The artifacts ranged from posters depicting
movie classics, sassy bunny posters from
the 2000’s, stuffed animals, old couches, old
telephones, wedding photos, sewing kits,
dollhouses, stickers, family photos, memory
quilts, wedding dresses, a blanket fort full
of toys to play in, books and vhs tapes that
can be read or viewed that we may all find
familiar or nostalgic.
Some of the favorite interactive
experiences among guests appeared to be
a photo op station where you could take a
polaroid picture and dress up with provided
hats, and a slot machine bringing you back
to the movies, where instead of entering 5
cents for a prize, you can insert a personal
memory in a plastic container in exchange
for someone else’s.
These pictures illustrated this feeling of
a shared memory, because you could see
others engaging with this memory that we
all share collectively. They would then get

put up on the wall with many others, some
people choosing to pose alone or with others.
And although all these photos were not in
any memory we truly and personally shared,
it seemed to bring us all the same feeling of
nostalgia of looking through a photo book
despite not knowing anyone there. I attended
this event with my boyfriend and even though
he and I have taken many pictures together
before, it appeared a bit more melancholic
and nostalgic up there with so many other
pictures. All the photographs of people
seemingly sharing the same experience made
us think about how quickly life passes and
how beautiful and sad it is at the same time.
The childhood memories in a plastic
container that you could get from the slot
machine gave similar feelings of being in
other people’s memories because of how
much they seemed to relate to my own life,
and reading specific details of people’s lives
and memories was very touching and shed
light on what it means to grow up and what it
feels like to look back on childhood.
All these objects in combination gave the
feeling that you were seeing all these items
through the eyes of a child again, through
the eyes of a past memory. But because

of how universally these memories have
been enjoyed, it put our own memories
in the grand scheme of things, depicting
how ellusive and hard to reach the past and
memory are and how we are all bound to this
fate of keeping only vague memories of our
lives. A notable quote that illustrates this can
be found next to a display of a wedding dress
with memories and thoughts written on it,
and it says: “On what was supposed to be one
of the most important days of my life, you
would think I would remember every detail. I
only remember a few.”
Overall, this exhibit was a smash hit,
bringing in a large crowd to the opening
reception, and I have never seen anyone
so successfully capture the mysterious and
elusive headspace that is sifting through
memories. Many people enjoyed the
interactive events scattered throughout the
exhibit and viewing all the tiny details and
artifacts that built this exhibit. But most
importantly, the meaning of it seemed to
be well received and present with everyone
in attendance, and will leave many still
reflecting on this exhibit and questioning
what their idea of memory is.
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SPA brings life to Elephant’s Graveyard

Student group works to perform with biggest cast and crew yet
Kate Rogers
Staff Writer
“It was September. And there was a town,
and there was a circus, and there was a railroad, and there was a man with red hair, and
there was...an elephant.”
Put on by USM’s Student Performing Artists (SPA), Elephant’s Graveyard by George
Brant is a play about a circus visiting the tiny
town of Erwin, Tennessee. Based on a true
story and local legend, the events that took
place on this day in September of 1916 led to
the only ever known lynching of an elephant.
The play explores the wide ranging emotions
of the characters, and provokes thought about
morality and human reaction. “The show itself is a really unique thing,” said cast member Cobi O’Reilly, who plays the ringleader.
“There’s not many parts of history that show
the human psyche so well.”
SPA is entirely student led. They do their
own organizing, fundraising and advertising.
But this absolutely does not affect the quality of the performances. “Student led doesn’t
equal bad— we do a very nice job,” said director Collin Young. This charming, shocking
piece of art is guaranteed to grip the audience
and leave them with goosebumps. Every cast
member brings enthusiasm and a powerful
voice to the story. Truly this organization is
full of talented individuals who execute this
performance extremely well.
The best part of SPA is that it’s not only
for experienced theatre majors—it’s for everyone. Roughly half the cast are from other
majors, some have been there for four years,
some are freshmen. Many of the cast members mentioned how incredibly grateful they
are for the opportunities SPA has given them.
Student Thomas Mclaughlin had no experience when he came to SPA at request of a
friend, but was given a script and a chance.
At first, Mclaughlin didn’t know why he was
there, but “It’s been a wonderful experience,”
he said. He specifically praised the SPA for
being such a close knit, self sustaining group.
“It’s nice to not have the pressure of the main
stage. We rely on each other,” he said. History
major Cosette Holmes said that Elephant’s
Graveyard is her first show at USM, and she’s
had a great experience working on it. “I’m really, super grateful,” Holmes said.
With nearly twenty people on the cast and
crew, Elephant’s Graveyard is SPA’s largest show in known history. Because of this
growth, there was an attempt to partner with
Spire 29, a performance space on the square
in Gorham. The crew was extremely excited
for this expansion, because it would have
been the first time SPA had performed outside

Kate Rogers / Staff Writer
SPA cast and crew gather in Russell Hall’s dance room for rehearsal Wednesday night in preparation for their performance of Elephant’s
Graveyard.

the Black Box Theatre under Russell Hall.
Unfortunately, they were unable to work with
this venue and will be putting on the show in
the Black Box as usual.
Cobi O’Reilly had talked at length about
how great an opportunity it would be to be
expand off campus and work in an outside
space. “SPA is supposed to be getting students
ready for the real world,” O’Reilly said. Their
aim is to help students to want to be actors
and directors and work on sets, and having
to work in a new space and transfer sets and
learn the new stage is great practice. Even
this change was a learning opportunity for the
cast, said Young. “I don’t think the production will suffer at all for the change,” he said.
“This is excellent training for what will inevitably happen outside the college setting.”
Having this opportunity fall through is disappointing but it does not mean they won’t
attempt to expand again. “I’m sure we’ll try
again in the future. If we want to do a show
that would be better suited off campus, we
would definitely keep off campus venues in
mind,” said cast member Ezra Briggs, a junior
political science major.
SPA encourages anyone interested in any
part of performance to get involved with them.

Be it acting, directing, tech, set or costume
design-- anyone and everyone on campus is
welcome to come. SPA has open meetings every Wednesday at 3:30 in the Black Box Theatre under Russell Hall. Audition posters also
go up around campus before every show, so
students should be on the look-out for those.
Elephant’s Graveyard will be showing on
February 9th at 7:00 p.m., and February 10th
and 11th at 2:00 p.m.. Admission prices are

10$ general admission and 8$ for students.
SPA may be adding more performances of
Elephant’s Graveyard to compensate for the
change in performance space, updates can be
found on the Facebook event page: “USM’s
Student Performing Artists Present: Elephant’s Graveyard.”

Arts & Culture
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Melding mediums, presence of art in nature
Intentional or accidental, simple or complex, it is there to see
Mary Ellen Aldrich
Arts & Culture Editor
The idea of art in nature, both as
human-generated pieces and as a naturally
occurring phenomenon, is something that is
of intrigue to many people. Everyone will
at some point look at some small product of
nature and marvel at its existence. However,
these things are all around, always. Yes,
even in the dead of winter when it’s 9
degrees fahrenheit and everyone’s fingers
and noses are frozen, there is beauty. Winter
is, perhaps, when a majority of natural
beauty can be found. From the sunlight
reflecting off of tree branches, to the small
granules of snow and ice clinging together
in little statues, there is beauty all around if
one only looks for it. Some people notice it,
some take a second to document the finding
and others will walk past, oblivious to the
small marvels around them. While this
natural art can be stumbled upon, it can also
be sought out. There are those, however,
who choose to neither wait for it nor seek it
out, they instead create their own art within
the limits of nature, and sometimes stretch
those limits.
Several artists have made it their life’s
work to combine art and nature, through
adding human-made constructions to the
natural landscape and complimenting its
beauty, or by working with the elements and
items readily available in nature. Often this
work is temporary, soon taken down and

recycled, or naturally falling away with the
passing of time.
Christo and Jeanne-Claude have done
artwork all over the world, literally using
the earth as their canvas. Their pieces are
planned out in great detail before being
put in place. Once they have completed the
work, it remains for a short time and is then
removed to make space for new works of art.
Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s work is done
in charcoal, wax crayon, pencil and many
other mediums as individual art pieces that
double as blueprints before being fashioned
into their life-sized renditions.
One of Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s
projects involved the placement of 3,100
giant umbrellas being placed across an
18 mile stretch of land in California and
a 12 mile stretch of land in Japan. This
project engaged corporations and private
landowners and many other community
members. They engaged communities in
helping with the temporary art project to
foster connection and collectivism across not
only cities, but also countries. Their projects
often tie in culture, community and artwork,
generating beautiful, yet temporary, scenes
that leave lasting impressions. Some of
their other projects have involved wrapping
entire stands of trees in fabric and lacing
islands in floating magenta polypropylene
sheets. Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s current
work of art is a sculpture for the United
Arab Emirates which will include 410,000
multi-colored barrels.

Mary Ellen Aldrich / Arts & Culture Editor
Something as simple as a morning glory weaving its tendrils around a weathered fence
post in late autumn can be seen through many lenses. For some, it is a nuisance, for others
however, it is a natural work of art worth capturing and keeping.

Mary Ellen Aldrich / Arts & Culture Editor
Winter, though harsh it may be, has a beauty unique to itself. The snow and the freezing
temperatures result in sculptures and patterns that only nature could create with such
perfection.

Andy Goldsworthy, a British artist, has
an approach to art which maintains more of
a natural element than Christo and JeanneClaude’s work. Goldsworthy melds art and
nature in a manner that makes it seem as
though the works of art are generated by the
earth itself. Goldsworthy takes the naturally
occurring beauty and forms it into pieces
of organized art. By using frost, sticks,
seaweed, ice, leaves and other things, he
creates simple yet magnificent pieces. Some
of his art is complex, such as balancing
stones just-so to create round hollow
mounds resembling eggs and pinecones,
or as simple as laying on the ground right
before it rains, leaving behind a crimescene-esque outline. This manipulation

of natural surroundings combines art and
nature in a seamless fashion, using childlike
playfulness and artful skill and precision in
each masterpiece.
The creation of art is not restricted to big
names or professionals, art is something
created by anyone who dares to put their
work out there. All too often people are
discouraged by the fear of judgement,
preventing them from sharing their work
and barring others from enjoying the beauty
others can capture or create. The creation of
art, through any medium, upon any canvas,
is art worth sharing. Be bold, capture, create,
share, for all the world is a canvas.
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Desire: Call Me By Your Name
A celebration of self-awakening and love
Ben Theriault
Staff Writer
Luca Guadagnino’s newest film and final addition to his
thematic Desire trilogy—Call Me by Your Name—proves to
be a beautifully devastating meditation on sexual awakening,
first love, self acceptance and loss. The film stars Timothee
Chalamet as a precocious 17 year old, Elio, and Armie Hammer
as a 24 year old devoted archeology-graduate student, Oliver.
Elio spends his summers living in his family’s villa in an
undisclosed location in Northern Italy with his two parents and
live in maid, Mafalda, during the year 1983. His father—who
is an archeology professor—invites Oliver to study with him
and assist him with work for the summer. Elio, who is a skilled
musician, passes the time transcribing and writing classical
music.
Initially Elio views Oliver as arrogant and somewhat
begrudgingly shares his room with him. Elio shows Oliver
around and they interact minimally. While Oliver gets adjusted,
Elio continues to pursue a relationship with his summer fling,
Marzia.
As time progresses, Elio and Oliver find themselves
spending more time alone together. It is quickly established
that Elio’s feelings are beginning to change when the camera
later pans to him scribbling in a notebook about Oliver.
Elio’s mother asks the question “is it better to speak or to
die?” which becomes a central theme throughout the film. This
idea of “taking a risk and acting instead of torturing yourself
with what could have been” dwells with Elio. Eventually
acting on this concept he indirectly tells Oliver his feelings for
him. They engage in a beautifully orchestrated ballet of words,
dancing around the topic of their feelings for one another until
their affection is mutually understood.
The exchange ends with Oliver stating that “We can’t talk
about these kinds of things.” Despite constructing a jovial
atmosphere, Guadagnino still allows the reality of the time
and setting to permeate the story. Through comments like “we
haven’t done anything to be ashamed of yet” and a later scene
where they discuss conversion therapy, discrimination and
societal pressure is able to quietly linger.
After disclosing his feelings, Oliver begins to act distant.
Oliver leaves that night and Elio, who falsely believes Oliver
is seeing a lover, quietly refers to him as a traitor. The next day
a heart broken Elio calls Marzia and he presumably loses his
virginity to her.
During the film, Elio and Oliver both struggle uniquely with
their bisexuality. This is manifested through intimate scenes of
them both individually along with rich imagery to accompany.
His father being an archeology professor and Oliver being
the student is an eloquent way to represent the uncovery of
one’s own sexuality. The professor speaks about the statues
he uncovers with Oliver stating that “All of the men have
curved bodies as if they want you to desire them.” further
strengthening the comparison and connection between the

A&C
Listings
Monday, February 5
Arabic Language Classes
The Language Exchange
75 Market Street, Suite 305
Starts: 5:30 p.m. / Ends: 8:40 p.m.

Tuesday, February 6
Bachata Dance Classes
Danza Latina
108 High Street
Starts: 8:00 p.m. / Ends: 9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 7
Diving for Diversity
USM Portland Campus
The ROCC
Starts: 6:00 p.m. / Ends: 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 8
Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics

physical and spiritual.
Eventually Elio and Oliver rekindle their bond and make
love for the first time. Afterwards, Oliver says call me by
your name and I’ll call you by mine. Through this action
Guadagnino is able to develop a powerful overarching theme:
projecting one’s name onto a loved one creates a physical
representation of loving one’s self.
Throughout the film there is a small recurring detail—on
three occasions there is a fly that circles Elio. The fly is perhaps
a physical manifestation of bothersome thoughts or struggles
with sexuality; the fly is something always present and cannot
be caught. Paired with this minutia is the abundance of and
focus on fruit, a reference to blossoming sexuality.
Call Me by Your Name was shot on 35mm film by Sayombhu
Mukdeeprom in Crema, Italy, as well as in neighboring
villages Moscazzano and Pandina. Beautiful cinematography
was paired with an equally stunning soundtrack encompassing
artists ranging from Bach to the Psychedelic Furs. For the film,
Indie artist Sufjan Stevens provided three haunting new songs
which couple with the melancholic atmosphere of the film
perfectly.
Unlike many facets of media, the pair’s bisexuality is never
looked at as a phase or even worse—a punchline. With a
dynamic cast that works fluidly together, breathtaking scenery
and a meticulously crafted story, there are few films that feel as
genuine as Call Me by Your Name.
The film has been nominated for four Oscars including:
best picture, best screen adaptation, best actor for Chalamet’s
performance and best original song for Stevens’s “Mystery of
Love.”

An Inconvenient Sequel Documentary
USM Gorham Campus
Bailey 10
Starts: 6:00 p.m. / Ends: 8:30 p.m.

Friday, February 9
International Open Mic Night
Mayo Street Arts
10 Mayo Street
Starts: 7:00 p.m. / Ends: 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 10
Elephant’s Graveyard
USM Gorham Campus
The Black Box, Russell Hall
Starts: 2:00 p.m. / Ends: 3:30 p.m.

Want to submit an event?
maryellen@usmfreepress.org
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Maverick’s making of a timeless memory
Maverick Lynes
Staff Writer

Have you ever had a moment in time where,
as that moment was happening, you consciously knew you would remember it for the
rest of your life? I am going to tell a story that I
knew in the very moment it was all unfolding,
I would remember it forever, for the best and
the worst reasons.
When I was 17 years old I had a traumatically comical experience that I genuinely love
to look back on. One weekend, I was out at
my friend’s cabin that abuts a lake. Now, this
lake is nice but it’s the type of lake where you
jump in and feel as though the weeds are about
to latch onto you and drag you down below
the surface.
Here we are. Three teenage boys, a cabin to
ourselves, and so naturally we decide to take
a canoe out and explore the lake. When I say
explore, I mean we are hoping to find the creature of the black lagoon or at the very least,
Shrek’s swamp.

So we load up our canoe. The canoe’s exterior color matches the algae on the lake we
are about to voyage onto. We have everything
we could possibly need, three paddles, three
life jackets, two bags of chips and one phone.
I know what you are thinking, “why are you
bringing your phone in the canoe?” Don’t
worry, we put it in a ziplock bag!
Now that we have all of the essentials, we
begin our quest. The first part of our trip goes
well. We are taking in the fresh air and all that
the scenery has to offer. It’s a beautiful day,
one where a cloud covers the sun so rarely,
that you are thankful when it does happen to
provide a moment of shade. Green surrounds
us, with small cabins all around the edge of the
lake, some out in the open and others being
guarded by trees.
We begin to get further into uncharted territories. No longer surrounded by calm waters. We are now enclosed by less water and
more cattail. However, we had a mission. So
we kept going, despite all signs telling us to
go back.
At this point we are now recreationally canoeing through a marsh land, which is not ideal. We stay determined and end up at a narrow
stream with a current. This is perfect because
after battling our way through the marsh land
we needed a break.
We continue along the stream and come
to a point where the current is starting to
get stronger and we realize we are in
for something up ahead. Then we
spot it--a waterfall. I use the term
waterfall extremely loosely.
It was basically a two foot
drop with water running
over it. For amateur
canoe enthusiasts
such as our-

selves, this was gnarly.
We are fast approaching this drop and we
are mental preparing for the ride of a lifetime.
We go over the “waterfall” and we stick the
landing, but before we know it we are about
to be struck by a fallen branch. In order to
avoid the branch, all three of us lean to the left,
flipping our boat and falling into the stream.
Overcome by shock we don’t know what to
react to first, the boat that is currently 100 feet
downstream, the chips that are no longer a
suitable snack or my friend’s phone that is not
in our immediate sight.
It doesn’t take us long to find our friend’s
phone, protected by the ziplock bag there was
visually no damage to the phone. We make our
way to our flipped canoe, which is caught on
a collapsed tree, walking along the side of the
stream, doing our best to not fall in for a second time. We arrive at the canoe and gather our
thoughts. At this point there is only one way to
go. We have to continue with the stream.
We flip our boat to its proper position and
follow the stream. As the current gets weaker,
we realize we are in for another marshland
experience. As we make our way through the
cattail and emerging weeds, we come to what
is better described as a swamp.
At this point we are looking for an exit or a
sign from the universe, whatever helps us get
back to the cabin faster. As we trek through
the swamp, we are no longer in the canoe, the
current terrain does not allow for it. Lifting the
boat over logs and grass patches all three of us
are clearly not impressed.
In the distance we spot a road. It is the one
positive emotion we have felt in a while. We
battle our way through the swamp getting
closer to the road. We successfully escape the
swamp alive. We get the canoe to the side of
the road and we start walking.
We have an idea of which direction to go
but for the most part, we have no idea
where we are. It is the three of
us, walking alongside
of the road,
each of
u
s
with

our life jackets on and paddles in our hands.
We come across a common point that gives
us clarity, we realize we are far from the cabin.
We are three teenagers with a long walk, so
we make the executive decision to stick our
thumbs out in hopes to be picked up by a kind
stranger.
Shockingly, a man picks us up. I awkwardly
get into the front seat. The man has a cigarette in hand and the smell in the car was not
my preference, but at this point beggars can’t
be choosers. To this day I do not know what
kind of person picks up hitchhikers with boat
paddles.
Now we arrive back at the cabin, but the day
is not done. The canoe still has to be retrieved.
We get in my friends truck and go to where we
left it. The canoe was too long to make this an
easy task. We try to fit it in length-wise hoping
there is enough truck bed to support it. Nope
not a chance. So we put the canoe on the back
of the truck as if we have a wide load...it was
the only logistical option. Also without anything to hold the boat down my friend has to
sit in the back of the truck and be our anchor,
ensuring the canoe doesn’t go anywhere.
Here we are, in a Nissan Titan with a wide
load canoe being secured by a 17 year old,
driving down a highway. Everything is going
fine and then we come across a narrow bridge,
with another car coming the opposite direction. We pull off to the side to let this car go
by, oddly enough it does the same thing. We
start to cross the bridge when the canoe hits a
sign that is off to the side and the canoe whips
out of my friend’s hands, off the truck and
crashes onto the road. Parts of the boat break
off, scattering across the road. We get out, too
tired to even be embarrassed, and clean up the
mess with the help of the people in the car who
witnessed the crash. We put the canoe back in
the same place it was before and drive back to
the cabin, cautiously.
After what was one of the longest days I
can remember, we are back in the cabin. Sun
burnt, hungry, exhausted and amused. We sit
in the air conditioned cabin, replenished and
begin to laugh at the series of events that just
transpired. It was the best, worst day of my life
and that is why I will always remember it.
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Children of Immigrants
Jessica Pike
Staff Writer
The topic of immigration is a very controversial subject, with many different viewpoints
and stances. A good amount of these discussions revolve around the topic of children of
immigrants: should they be considered legal
citizens if born in the USA, even if their parents aren’t legal? It’s a touchy discussion because no one wants to punish the children due
to the actions of the parents, but at the same
time, how is it considered fair when other immigrants have to apply? A child is considered
an immigrant when one or both of the parents
was born in another country.
There are also a lot of things to consider,
like family history, costs, etc. “Immigrant children face a number of risks to healthy development..Immigrant children are more likely
than non-immigrant children to have health
that is “poor” or only “fair”...more likely than
non-immigrant children to live in families
with incomes below the poverty threshold,
to have parents with very low educational attainment, and to have three or more siblings...
Immigrant children are also far less likely to

be covered by health insurance” according to
the Child Trends Databank Indicator. The immigration laws should take all of these things
into account.
There are a lot of people with different ideas
on what to do. For example, some say that the
children of immigrants should only be considered US citizens after graduating from college
or serving in the military, and others argue that
they should have to formally apply, no matter
where they were born. Another issue to consider is if a child is born in the USA to illegal
immigrant parents, and they are given citizenship, what happens to the child if the parents are deported? Should the child be forced
into foster homes and adoption agencies? Or
should the child also be forced to leave?
The side of the argument that I take is that
children who were born in the USA should be
considered citizens, and if their parents are illegal immigrants, their case should be looked
over for special circumstances before deporting them, giving them a chance at citizenship
and staying with their child or children in
the US. Many would argue against this idea,
claiming that we shouldn’t let immigrants into
the US due to special circumstances after all

of the others who took the time to apply and
go through the process, but it’s also good to
remember that after all, there is technically no
such thing as American, we’re all just made
up of different nationalities and had the good
fortune to be born here.
Giving children citizenship also gives
them the chance to go to college, something
that might otherwise be impossible. One of
the arguments that I mentioned before, that a
child should only be allowed to be a citizen if
they complete college or serve in the military,
could also take effect in special circumstances.
They could have the choice of either going to
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college and furthering their education, or going into the military and serving their country. That way, neither college or the military is
forced on them and it gives the kids a chance
at a better life, without having to force them
out from a place they call home. Of course,
that’s for kids that are much older, in their late
teens, but it can also become a future plan for
younger children, something that they can
look forward to and be excited about.

Student Opinion

WGS student’s love letter to 94 Bedford Street
A hidden gem on the USM Portland campus is loved by all
Katie Muriel
Contributor
Lately I find myself waxing poetic on a
level that borders outright mushiness. Both
my friends and I would diagnose this as my
extreme Cancerian nature; I’m a squalling
July baby who just never stopped squalling.
Still, when I proposed writing this piece, it
was met with enthusiasm from many including my dear friend Sarah Jane Tewksbury,
who would likely let me write a piece for the
paper on the validity of coffee for dinner if
it was what my heart desired. But I digress.
And this is not about coffee.
This is about 94 Bedford Street, an address
at which stands a small, unassuming white
house in a row of other small, unassuming
white houses that typically go unnoticed by
the average student unless they have business
to attend to at one of these humble dwellings.
But 94 Bedford is different. It’s special.
94 Bedford Street houses the Women and

Gender Studies department at USM. I will
readily admit to bias in this writing as WGS
is not only one of my majors, but I also work
study in the house. However, even if my
work study funds had led me elsewhere, and
even if my WGS major had remained a minor, I could write a piece just like this about

“On any given day, you
can walk in and find a
hot cup of coffee or tea,
a piece of candy or a
stray snack, a quiet place
to center yourself or do
work, and sometimes,
you can even find a dog
or two to pet.”

how the WGS house is like finding a lush island after treading water in the Atlantic for
days.
In this house, I have shared countless
hugs, laughed so hard I cried, cried so hard
I laughed, eaten dozens of meals, held hundreds of conversations. In this house I have
sat down to study, comforted others and been
comforted, screwed up and solved problems,
expressed and received validation, felt and
spread love. How strange to find home in a
house I don’t live in. But WGS is undeniably
my home.
On any given day, you can walk in and find
a hot cup of coffee or tea, a piece of candy or
a stray snack, a quiet place to center yourself
or do work, and sometimes, you can even
find a dog or two to pet. Most importantly,
however, you can find acceptance. Whoever
you are, WGS is a place where you can find
people who care about you, even if they’ve
never met you before. If you are marginalized out in the world, we are a safe haven for

you. We have open arms, open hearts, and
are committed to doing whatever we can to
help you. I don’t think I’m wrong in saying
that compassion and care are part of the reason 94 sees some of the most foot traffic on
Bedford Street. It’s for this reason that I’m so
proud to represent USM’s Women and Gender Studies department and proud to study in
this field.
Dear 94 Bedford Street, this is my love
letter to you. I love you even when you get
spooky and close the door to the stairs all
by yourself. I love your old and sometimes
fragile body. I love your occasional broken
door handles and your shelves full of books
and walls full of art. I love your creaky floors
and faucets that shake the whole house if not
properly turned. Most of all, I love how you
foster friendship and love and partnership
and ideas and hardly ask anything in return.
94 Bedford, I love you. May your door always be open.
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Editorial

Women are underrepresented during awards season
Less women are nominated and recipients of awards at the Grammys

Editorial Board
Free Press Staff
Last week we saw the 60th Grammy
awards hosted at Madison Square Garden.
We saw Kendrick Lamar’s performance of
his song “XXX” from his recent album,
DAMN. We saw multigenerational duets
with John Lennon and Tony Bennett as
well as Miley Cyrus with Elton John. We
saw three country artists who performed
at the festival in Las Vegas where a gunman opened fire, pay tribute to the victims.
What we didn’t see was adequate representation of women in music.
From 2013 to 2018 only 9.3 percent of

Grammy nominees were female. The highest category in female nominees was Best
New Artist, where 36.4 percent have been
female. Although this category is often
seen as a curse to artists, hurting their career.
These facts come from Dr. Stacy L.
Smith from the Annenberg Inclusion Initiative. Her report was titled “Inclusion
in the Recording Studio?” This problem
wasn’t only evident at the Grammys but
also the Billboard charts. Smith looked at
600 songs from the Billboard’s year end
Hot 100 chart between 2012 and 2017. In
that time frame women had only 22.4 percent of those 600 songs.

At the most recent awards, 11 out of the
84 Grammy winners were women, and
only one of those women, Alessia Cara,
was present to accept her award during the
show. During the show, Kesha performed
her song “Praying” alongside other female
artists such as Cyndi Lauper, Camila Cabello, and Julia Michaels.
What does this say to The Recording
Academy, who presents the awards, if a
group of women are standing up and performing a song that symbolizes women
standing up and fighting after being mistreated? It’s these very women that were
underrepresented at the Grammys.
Unfortunately this problem isn’t in this

one area, it can be at seen in any major
award show. The only time women are
truly represented are in their own category.
Smith’s evidence shows that it’s just just
the Grammys where they need improvements, it’s the music industry as a whole.
Looking at the movie industry, in the
past 40 years only two women have won
best director awards, one of those being
just this year. Has it taken this long for
Hollywood to realize women’s potential?
We can only hope that the trend will continue in later years.

Advising Advice

Library Advice Helps
Students Succeed
William Grubb
Coordinator of Reference & Instruction, USM Libraries

Librarians are rarely thought of as advisors. After all, they don’t guide you down
the right academic path toward graduation,
but librarians are research advisors and will
certainly help guide you to greater success
by better understanding information, doing better on your written assignments and
probably by reducing your stress level.
You just have to ask.
According to a recent study from the Association of College & Research Libraries,
titled Documented Library Contributions
to Student Learning and Success, students
who use the library are significantly more
successful in college. It makes sense, right?
If you receive help from a research expert
on a regular basis you learn how to do research…such as researching a topic for
a class or finding and properly citing the
best sources for your paper. USM Librarians work side-by-side with trained student
writing tutors, too, so once you have found
all the best sources for your paper you can
schedule a free appointment for guidance
in writing it more effectively.
USM Research Librarians can quickly
explain how to use the 200+ article databases 75,000 magazines and journals, and
1.5 million UMaine System books that are

yours to use on or off-campus. We know
it’s a lot, but we are here to help. These
are “sources” that the library pays for and
would otherwise not be available to you.
Google is convenient, but if that’s all
you’re using for research then college will
be like using a flip phone for your social
life. Why not upgrade your academic life
by using the library. If you do, the report
indicates you will find college to be easier,
less time consuming and (maybe) you will
be more successful. Just ask for help.
If you have a quick question, that’s fine.
Quick and easy works for us. Use our online chat service if you’re at home or just
call us. If your question requires more
time the librarian will stick with you for as
long as it takes. He/she will help you find
the best material quickly and will help you
better understand what’s needed to be successful in that assignment.
Our new Student Resources site may
help, as well. https://usm.maine.libguides.
com/studentresources . It provides quick
access to popular library resources and services for the busy student.
Put 780-4272 in your contacts list. You
will be glad you did.
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Crossword

The solution to last
issue’s crossword

Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Medium
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: 90s Sircoms

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

YI E FEAF SI NSJJWNR BSLW YAHS E
RKYTTYAF MSSC, Y RGMMSRW YH KSGCB
UNWEHW E UNYTW KELW.
And here is your hint:
W=E

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.
Blossom
Boy Meets World
Dinosaurs
Family Matters
Frasier
Fresh Prince
Friends
Living Single
Martin
Moesha
Murphy Brown
Newsradio
Saved By The Bell
Seinfeld
Sister Sister
Step By Step
The Nanny
Wings

USM Community Page
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Safe haven for both campuses
Students request CSGD on Gorham campus

Community
Events
■■ Monday, February 5
No More Mean Girls
The Maine Girls Academy
631 Stevens Ave
Starts: 6 P.M. / Ends: 7:30 P.M.

■■ Tuesday, February 6
Internship Informal Meeting
Lewiston-Auburn Campus
LAC Room 107
Starts: 11:45 A.M. / Ends 12:45 P.M.

■■ Wednesday, February 7

James Fagan
Photographer
The Center for Sexualities and Gender Diversity first opened its doors
on September 1, 2000. The CSGD’s
seeks to promote equality, knowledge,
and acceptance for the LGBTQA+
community for students, staff, and
faculty on the USM campuses. The
CSGD hosts events to promote acceptance and knowledge throughout our
community.
The CSDG only has a location in
the Woodbury Campus Center on the
Portland campus. This can be problematic for some students, as the
Portland campus is mainly for commuters, so not all students who need
to utilize the services provided by the
Center for Sexualities and Gender Diversity always have the ability to do
so. Several students are of the belief
that the CSGD should have a location
that is open on the Gorham campus,
as they have no classes or reason to be
on the Portland campus, so they can’t
visit the CSGD. “I’ve never been on
the Portland campus, and couldn’t always take the bus ride into Portland if
I needed to,” said Michael LaForte, a
Freshman majoring in geography and
anthropology who lives on the Gor-

ham campus.
If we were to make a Center for
Sexualities and Gender Diversity location on the Gorham campus, how
could we make it accessible to everyone? Olivia Klotz, a Freshman majoring in engineering stated, “Anyone
should be able to come into the Center for Sexualities and Gender Diversity, even if they are straight or cisgendered and are an ally and want to
talk.” The CSGD encourages people
of all sexualities and gender identities to participate in events and talks
to help further acceptance, including allies, so a CSGD location on the
gorham campus could also help allies
further their ability to be an advocate
for a cause they might not be able to
do as much as they’d like to now. The
CSGD page on the USM web page has
links to LGBTQA+ resources, multicultural student resources, and Religious and Spiritual Life resources.
The CSGD oversees the USM Safe
Zone Project. The Safe Zone Project
works to identify and support members of the USM community who are
safe, supportive contacts for members
of the LGBTQA+ community to talk
to, whether they be students, staff, or
faculty. Safe Zone Project volunteers
participate in 1.5 to 2 hours of orienta-

tion to introduce them to the experiences faced by members of the LGBTQA+ community and how they can
be successful allies. Once a person
goes through orientation they can display a safe zone symbol on their door,
desk, or on their person.
Though the CSGD helps many students and offers programs which are

“Anyone should be
able to come to the
Center for Sexualities and Gender
Diversity...”

- Olivia Klotz
USM Freshman

essential for some members of our
community, these very same programs
can not be utilized by many students
who would like to utilize them. Many
additional LGBTQA+ and allied students could utilize the CSGD in order
spread awareness if there was an additional location on the Gorham campus.

Diving for Diversity
Portland Campus
The ROCC
Starts: 6 P.M. / Ends: 7 P.M.

■■ Thursday, February 8
Eggs & Issues: Mark Vogelzang
Holiday Inn By The Bay
88 Spring St.
Starts: 7 A.M. / Ends: 9 A.M.

■■ Friday, February 9
Planet Shark: Predator or Prey
Portland Science Center
68 Commercial St.
Starts: 11 A.M.

■■ Saturday, February 10
Seeing White: w/ Chenjerai
Kumanyika & John Biwen
Hannaford Hall
Starts: 6:30 P.M. / Ends: 8:30 P.M.

■■ Sunday, February 11
Maine Home & Remodeling Show
Cross Insurance Arena
1 Civic Center Square
Starts: 10 A.M.

Want us to include your event?
dionne.smith@usmfreepress.org
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WIN PRIZES
First place wins a $30 On The Border gift
card, second place a $20 one!

COLORING CONTEST!

DEADLINE is
FEBRUARY 9

Enter the Free Press Coloring Contest today! Color this page as creatively and beautifully as possible and mail it to 96 Bedford Street, Portland, ME, 04101 or drop it off at our office located on the Portland campus by February 6 to be entered for a chance to win an On The Border gift card! First prize is $30 and second prize is $20! Make sure to include
your name and email so we can contact you. Disclaimer: No Free Press members are eligible to enter the contest.

Sports
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Wednesday

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday

Saturday

Women’s
Basketball

Men’s Basketball

Women’s Ice
Hockey

Wrestling

Indoor Track

@ Rochester
Institute of Tech.
11:00 a.m.

@ Providence R.I.
12:00 p.m.

vs. Plymouth State
5:30 p.m.

vs. Plymouth State
7:30 p.m.

vs. Norwich
University
7:00 p.m.

NFL draws smaller crowds

Athlete of the week

Viewership of televised football dwindles
River Plouffe Vogel
Sports Editor

Another year of the NFL has come
and gone, of course this will be published before the final results of the
Super Bowl, yet regardless of who
wins, this year has been nothing short
of turbulent for the league. Since its
creation, football has been a powerhouse in American culture. Generating billions of dollars in revenue,
bringing in millions and millions of
views each night and finding its way
into every facet of pop-culture, from
fashion to music. For a sport played almost exclusively in the United States,
franchise’s like the Dallas Cowboys
have become one of the most valuable
in the world, competing with the likes
of international soccer tycoons such
as Real Madrid or Barcelona. From
an athlete’s perspective, football is
the ultimate test of skill and ability,
the perfect place to showcase ones
quickness, strength and toughness,
all highly touted aspects of America’s

intensely masculin sports culture. For
spectators it’s hard to imagine a sport
that keeps people at the edge of their
seats, or sends shivers down their
backs the way football does. Whether you grew up playing, watching or
both, it’s likely you had friends or
family that spoke about football as if
it was religion. There are entire towns
that literally eat, sleep and breathe
football. However for such a dominant part of not just sports culture, but
American culture, many are skeptical
about the future of this sport. Since
2015 viewership has dropped by the
millions, and there aren’t just less
people watching, there are less people
playing the sport as well. High school
football is experiencing its first drop
in participation, and the same goes
for middle school football as well. A
huge part of this drop is of course due
to the violent nature of the sport. It’s
a big reason why the NFL has generated so many views, but it’s also why
so many parents have taken their kids
out of the sport. The evidence is over-
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The violent nature of football has caused a decrease in viewership of the sport
as a whole.

whelming now that concussion are extremely damaging to the brain, but it’s
not just the big hits that matter. Study
shows that overtime, all the smaller
hits to the head are often much more
concerning than a single, larger concussion, especially for those with a
developing brain, and this damage is
irreversible. This year the league was
plagued with injuries, not just head
related, and it’s becoming hard and
harder for the league to distract the
viewers from this aspect of the game.
And like everything else this year,
football has been unable to escape
the intense political climate going on
in our country. Kneeling during the
national anthem made national headlines a few season ago, but this season
the president himself got involved and
it turned into an intense, nasty public
back and forth between the president,
owners, coaches, players and fans.
This has likely added to the existing
animosity many people feel about
what players rights should be and how
much the deserve. Being an athlete in
the league means your every move is
critiqued and scrutinized by countless “experts” many of whom never
played a game in their life. To top it
all off, people have been skeptical
of the NFL on a whole for sometime
now. From crazy conspiracy theories,
to a general dislike of the league commissioner. In a article by 24/7 Wall
Street, they ranked America’s most
hated companies. It came as no surprise that the NFL was amongst the
most hated, but may have come as a
surprise that it beat out organizations
like the “Weinstein Company” , and
“Monsanto” just to name a few. It’s
tough to say what will happen moving
forward, but one this is for certain the
future of football in America is changing, and changing fast.

Liz Trudel
Staff Writer
Kristen Curly, a Freshman majoring in health sciences, has
had a stellar start to her basketball career with the Southern
Maine Huskies. The 5’10 athlete is a Gorham, Maine local
who has grown up with a passion, drive, and dedication for
athletic success.
Curly started playing basketball at a very young age. She
states, “I started playing basketball in kindergarten, fell in
love with the game, and have never looked back.” She attended Gorham High School where she was a four-year varsity basketball player. During Curly’s Junior year, the varsity basketball team won two consecutive back-to-back state
championships. She was also a team player for Gorham High
School’s tennis and volleyball teams, achieving varsity letters in both sports. It may come as no surprise that Curly was
selected three times for the all-star athletic conference held
for high-achieving high school athletes.
At USM, Curly has played in 20 basketball games to date
and averages about 16.6 points per basketball game. She has
a 52.4 field goal percentage, a 41.7 three-point-percent average, a 75.0 Free throw percentage, an average of 4.8 rebounds
per game, and an average of 1.3 assists per game. She states
that her current goal is for the Southern Maine Women’s basketball team to win the (LEC) Championship this season.
Curly’s parents are her biggest support system because
they always go out of their way to attend every athletic event
that she has participated in since childhood and provide her
with unconditional encouragement. Curly is very grateful for
all the people who have aided her and helped her on her journey to become the athlete, student, and individual that she is
today.

